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Junior Jason Wu asserts his
physical dominance over Mr.
Maginn during the student
vs. teacher basketball game
in January. (Photo/Kelly Ho)



 

The basketball court at HAS is possibly considered the biggest feature representing the HAS spirit.
Every student at HAS is always excited to play on the basketball court. What makes our court very
unique is that there are always a variety of events happening at the same time, such as: kids drawing
pictures on the ground with chalk, dogs running around on the court while people play basketball,
students like Bevis Wu throwing rocks everywhere, and also people utilizing nature wisely by treating
it like a public bathroom (i.e. the grass next to the basketball court). Along with these events
happening at the court, what most students really love about it is the crooked concrete ground. The
fractured sound when students fall from the chalk drawings beneath their feet satisfies their day. The
bruises they get from bumping into the ground strengthen the hardness of their skin. We can also
hear the amazing trash-talking from the students, not to mention any by name (cough cough Jason,
Jay, and Jacob). The exchange of curse words in front of elementary students also helps us achieve
our Learner Goals. Finally, the tilted rim on the basketball hoop has been improving the accuracy of
our shots. The basketball court should never be reconstructed and we should keep it as it is forever.

LOCAL NEWS
Basketball Paradise/A Lunch Supreme 
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BY RYAN LIN
Basketball Paradise

(Photo/Ryan Lin) 

"That's why I'm not grabbing the rim
cuz you know if I grab the rim that

thing's gonna break."
— Jason Wu

Andrew Kim screaming in pain from slipping on his knee.
(Photo/Ryan Lin) 

(Photo/Ryan Lin) 



Lunch seems to cause disputes between

the school and the students. As a

student of HAS, I support our lunch

with great passion and enthusiasm.

Even though our lunch costs around 120

NT per serving, and many of us

including myself still go to the OK Mart

on a regular basis, this wonderful taste

of the lunch is still worth everyone

giving it a try. Johnny Yang, a

sophomore, said, “Our school lunch

does not have a special taste. Just a

regular lunch and is not worth 100 NT.”

However, due to his parents' friendly

suggestion, he will have to obey them

and eat the school lunch instead of

buying it from the OK Mart. By the way,

does anyone know that our lunch is

from a really nice hotel? This might be

one of the reasons why our lunch has

such a great taste. So I might have to

deny Johnny’s opinion here. One

hundred NT is totally worth the price

even though the quality of our lunch

might taste like poop when you’re

having diarrhea. The dishes might be a

bit repetitive; however, I believe that

those are the best dishes and this is why

that they’re served often. By knowing

the highlights of our lunch, can you still

dislike these supreme delicacies?

"Make sure that your bones are
strong."
- Mr. Loi

A Lunch Supreme 
B Y  R O B E R T  W A N G  
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Getting hungry, yet? (Photo/Kelly Ho) 

"Not worth 120 NT."
- Johnny Yang

Ray  Huang loves every bite. (Photo/Robert Wang) 
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Oh Andrew Cuomo, the greatest Governor of the United States,
He just loves to go out on romantic dates.

His way of expressing his love is a bit unique,
But with a great deal of experience he has tremendous technique. 

He is so good, that all the girls he went out with are all unable to speak.
His love for the elderly is just beyond compare,

He didn’t want the elderly to feel lonely, so he assigned Covid patients to
nursing homes everywhere.

As Mr. Youngblut said, “Hopefully all of your old people are okay.”
He is very humble and is denying all the great things that he has done,

I feel like he has done a tremendous job to the point that he has overdone.
He blamed the Covid problems in New York City on the President,

I love it when the sole cause of the problem accuses others in an attempt to
get away scot-free. 

It’s people like Gavin Newsom and Andrew Cuomo who make America a
greater place each and every second.

God Bless Gavin Newsom and Andrew Cuomo’s political careers because
they are looking extra bright this year.

 
 

America's New Handsy Andy
BY ANDREW KIM

FEATURES
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America's New Handsy Andy/Jake Paul: The World's Greatest Everything

"He is not upholding his duty as a
public figure by acting in that way."

- Mr. Youngblut

Andy getting "out of hand." (Photo/New
York Post)

 (Photo/Getty Images) (Illustration/michaelpramirez)



 

Yo! You guys probably don’t believe this, but Jake
Paul is the best boxer in the world right now! Jake
Paul is one of the most talented and popular
YouTubers. He knows how to flex how much money
he has, make cool music, and do many funny things.
How cool is that? After he became a popular
YouTuber, he thought that he could do anything he
wanted. Jake Paul is so cool, he got in a fight with
Ben Askren, who is an American retired professional
MMA fighter, one month ago. Who cares about
retired MMA guys right, because Paul won the game.
When I asked Ricky Wu if he knew the fight, Ricky
said, “Of course man, Jake Paul beat his a$$ man!
Look at his muscles man!” Let’s go! Guess what,
Jake Paul cried so hard after the fight because it’s
too easy for him. So far he has fought a YouTuber, an
ex-NBA player, and a fat MMA has been. This makes
him the Muhammad Ali of our generation. I’m the
biggest fan of Jake…..Poul? Sorry, I am such a big fan
that I forgot his name! He also created a lot of rap
music on YouTube. I remembered one of his song
names is “Everyday Bro feat. Team 10.” That song
has five million, seven hundred and twenty
thousand dislikes. See! So many people listen to his
music, and he probably will be the next Justin
Bieber. 
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(Graphics/ Andy Liu)

(Photo/cnet.com)

Jake Paul: Basically the World's 
Greatest Everything 

(Photo/YouTube)

B Y  J O S E P H  C H O U
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(Photo/mmafighting.com)

(Photo/badlefthook.com)



H A S  N E W S   
THE  ULT IMATE  FASH ION  GU IDE  FOR  A  SOPH I S T I CA TED  S TY LE

OCTOBER  2020 ,  I S SUE  1 8
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HAS SPORTS
Co-ed Game vs. Karl School/Old Men Be Ballin'

Final Game of the Year & New Basketball
Strategies B Y  B R Y A N  S H A N T Z  
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On May 14, 2021 the HAS Wolves will be playing
their final game of the season, teaming up with the
girls to play against  Karl International
Experimental Education Institute in a full court
battle. On the HAS team several veteran players will
be joining as well as a few new players. We, the HAS
Wolves, are completely terrified of their team. Their
brick  shooting big man coach left us terrified  after
an encounter at the Hsinchu Zoo basketball court.
The legendary shooter even went on to laugh at us
and say “these are their best players” to his friend. 

(Photos/Mr. Wilson)
 

This year's basketball team has been filled with
young academic minds and talent with new ways
of playing defense being put into our basketball
team. One example is the use of body odor to
offend the offense and the pulling down of
opponents' pants. So now our basketball team
elects to not bathe the day before our game just to
enhance our defensive skills. "There's always that
one guy that's hard to guard because of his
smell," said Jay Wu in an interview. 
Jason Wu continued by saying the HAS Wolves are
ready for any distractions on the court during the
daily after-school games. These have prepared us
to be ready for anything, said Wu, from
bottomless opponents to unexpected
"pantsings."  

Jason Wu teaches Mr. Maginn how physics works.
(Photo/Kelly Ho)
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wasting your time practicing when you could just sit at
home, watch Star Wars, and wait to be old. Be smart
like old man Wilson! Where can we find such talented
old men in this world? Nowhere! They are the only
unbeaten team in the league. Honestly, they play better
basketball than the young hunks. “Those young guys
suck!” Mr. Loi said. These old men actually know how
to shoot a perfect 3-point shot. They can dribble the
ball without getting it stolen. They are making an
impact on the team. Old man Shantz is the fastest,
fittest player on the team, draining threes from half
court. However, the wins still are not draining like his
sweet jumper from downtown. 
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Old Men Be Ballin'

Have you ever seen a group of old men playing
against a group of young hunks on the basketball
court? I am sure that your first reaction after
hearing this would be, "What a joke!" But, trust
me, this actually happened. I would say that these
old men are the strongest. No one can ever beat
them up, there is no exception. If you think you
can ever beat these old men, sorry you better wake
yourselves up, you must be drunk. These old men
can’t get any stronger. Their bones do not get
weak. They are the strongest and the most skilled
guys - better than the NBA. Even if they aren't
consistently showing off how strong they are, we
can still tell how strong they are just by looking at
their flex motion offense. Why are these old men
so strong and skilled? For most people, everyday
practice and training would be the only option in

BY EVONNE HSU

 (Photo/ Kelly Ho) 

"Make sure that your bones are strong."
- Mr. Loi

(Photo/Kelly Ho)
 

achieving this goal. However, for these old men,
becoming older helps them achieve the same
results. Then why are you still  
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OP-ED
A Howler's Life 

BY ANDY LIU 
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One crazy newsroom. (Photo/Andy Liu)Joseph talking to Mr.Wilson for improvement. (Photo/Andy Liu)

“I think The Howler has
been consistent, reliable

news.”
- Brian Chen 

“I think The Howler's
quality has improved a lot

since last year.”
- Robert Wang 

It feels good to work at The Howler. I think we all have
done an amazing job so far. We have responsible
section editors and reporters that do their job and
always get their work done. At The Howler, we have
good teamwork and a good atmosphere which also
increases the efficiency of production. At The Howler,
we have three main sections, which are: Local, Feature,
and Sports. We have Ryan Lin as our Local editor and
Robert Wang as our Local reporter and they have done
an amazing job throughout the whole year. We have
Andrew Kim as our Feature editor and Joseph Chou as
our Feature reporter and they have done an amazing
job throughout the whole year. We have Bryan Shantz
as our Sports editor and Evonne Hsu as our Sports
reporter and they have done an amazing job
throughout the whole year. I think everyone has done
amazingly throughout the whole year. We are grateful
for having Mr. Wilson as our teacher as he had led us
through multiple difficulties that we have faced since
the start of The Howler. Mr. Wilson is a responsible and
passionate teacher who dedicates his life to the field of
journalism. I am glad to have this opportunity to work
with Mr. Wilson, who is such a great journalist.  


